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		Willetton Cabinets
We combine cutting edge technology with outstanding craftsmanship to deliver renovation projects that are stylish, functional, and affordable.


Our ServicesWatch Video


















Willetton Cabinets Is Perth’s Best Choice For Perth’s Kitchen, Bathroom & Laundry Renovators





GET A QUOTE










Our Services
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Kitchen Renovations






We can create the kitchen of your dreams with a wide selection of materials, finishes, and accessories.



READ MORE
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Bathroom Renovations






We can look after your entire renovation, including the design, construction, tiling, electrical and plumbing.



READ MORE
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Laundry Renovations






We can create a laundry for your home with drawer units, bench space, and cupboards to meet all your requirements.



READ MORE











Why us?







Complete renovation solutions
Our cabinet maker business offers complete renovation solutions, ensuring a seamless and hassle-free experience from start to finish.





Great range of bench top surfaces
Choose us for our extensive selection of bench top surfaces, catering to diverse tastes and functional requirements with quality and style.





Many door styles and colours
Elevate your space with our vast array of door styles and colors, allowing you to customize and personalize your cabinets to suit your aesthetic preferences perfectly.





Large selection of accessories
Enhance functionality and organisation with our large selection of accessories, providing tailored solutions to optimize your storage and workspace.





Convenient 4 –5 week lead time
Enjoy peace of mind with our convenient 4-5 week lead time, delivering efficiency without compromising on craftsmanship or quality.





CMAWA approved member
Trust in our expertise and professionalism as a CMAWA approved member, ensuring adherence to industry standards and best practices in every project we undertake.












Customer Reviews
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   48 Google reviews 
  Write a review 
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   Simon O 
 8 March 2024
 
 
  Willetton Cabinets upgraded our ensuite and family bathrooms.

We included them on our tender list due to flattering personal recommendations by friends for whom Willetton Cabinets did kitchen, bathroom and laundry upgrades.

Their quote was not the cheapest, nor the most expensive, but given what we had heard about how much can go wrong with bathroom renovations, we were happy to sign up with Willetton Cabinets and we had no regrets.

Before we sign up to anything, my wife and I go through everything in fine detail to give us the best chance of getting the result we want.
Helen and Scott were very knowledgeable and helpful in providing advice to help steer us in the right direction.

Drawing drafts were produced for our review (on payment of a deposit to hand over their IP on the drawings).  We highlighted everything that we wanted (plenty of red pen, but all proved worthwhile), to minimise misunderstandings once we signed up.

After signing up, a tight schedule was produced by their Project Manager Travis.  Despite various glitches along the way, Travis managed the job to ensure that the original program was maintained.  For this to work, required "reliably available" subcontracted trades.
A common refrain I have heard from people trying to save some money by doing the project management themselves, is that a tradesman may not be available when needed because of some excuse or other, and then the home owner has the headache of shuffling all the other trades around the delay.  This was never a problem on this project.

Whilst all the trades understood and performed their roles in a timely manner, Steve the tiler deserves a special mention.  Friends who recommended Willetton Cabinets said, whatever happens, insist on Steve doing the tiling.  Tiling takes a whole week, but the key input is planning the ideal layout, and which is critical to the overall look.  My wife and I are convinced that Steve was the best man for the job, very professional in his approach, talked with us and agreed on what would be the best tile layout, has high standards that he holds himself to, is a nice man and was great to work with.

Another supplier worth mentioning is John at ByGoBo who supply the shower screens.  John has an extensive depth of experience and hence is very knowledgeable about providing the best solution for every application.

A major advantage of using Willetton Cabinets is that they can custom build the vanity and shaving cabinets.  This gave us the following advantages:-

Cabinets General
a)  the width of the cabinets was designed around the rest of the bathroom rather than being stuck with industry standards e.g. 750/900/1200/1500/1800 mm.
b) quality materials were used and the cabinets were built to a high standard.

Vanity Cabinets
a)  we choose our preferred material for the top of the vanity.
b)  we chose the top to be 600 mm deep instead of "industry standard" which was about 470 mm (the extra surface area makes a big difference to how the vanity feels).
c)  we chose our preferred type of basin.
d)  we chose the height that best suited us (900 mm) and combined with the kick-plate, which was a moderate height, the internal vertical usable space was maximised .
e)  when the vanity was built, Willetton Cabinets made the drawers full depth, and thus the horizontal usable space was also maximised.
f)  we chose our preferred door handles.

Shaving Cabinets
a)  we chose to include exposed shelves on each side for siting of ornaments and hanging plants to enhance the look of the cabinet.
b)  the shelf depth was chosen to fit all of our bathroom knick-knacks.

Overall, Scott, Helen, Travis, Jordan and the cabinet makers in the factory at Willetton Cabinets, and their cohort of subcontracted trades were excellent and did not disappoint our high expectations which were based on what others had said about their work.
Based on our experience, we have no hesitation in recommending Willetton Cabinets for any bathroom, laundry or kitchen upgrade.

Note - In the attached photos, the shower screens are not yet installed.
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   Jo Farley 
 17 April 2023
 
 
  My husband and I highly recommend this company. We had part of our kitchen demolished and redone. The professionalism from the beginning to the end of the job was outstanding. The finished product was perfect. Thank you Willetton Cabinets. Josephine and Ross Farlekas from Hammond Park.
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   Lynette Dominkovich 
 21 February 2023
 
 
  I am so pleased I chose Willetton Cabinets. Everyone from the sales lady (Helen), receptionist Kristy and all the team were friendly, professional…
Workmen worked quickly, efficiently and cleaned up after themselves.
I chose the right company and would reccomend to everyone. Lynette-Applecross
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   Jen Hogan 
 15 December 2022
 
 
  Willetton Cabinets were recommended by a friend who has very high standards and those standards were met at every turn. There were unexpected problems (a leaking pipe from the upstairs bathroom, to name one) but Travis dealt with each promptly, efficiently and patiently. His team and subcontractors were brilliant - very thorough. I am thrilled with the final results.I'd recommend them in a heartbeat.
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   Peter Johnson 
 1 June 2022
 
 
  True professionals and a pleasure to work with. All the trades were great workers and polite as well. Our experiance with them was first class from start to finish. We love our new kitchen. Thanks to everyone at Willetton Cabinets.
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   george g 
 10 April 2022
 
 
  Fantastic experience from Willetton Cabinets - 10 out of 10. We had a complete kitchen renovation (1980s or prior kitchen) and the team - from Helen at the start to Travis as the project manager and the whole crew (including sub trades) were fantastic to deal with. They had good design suggestions to make a galley kitchen work better. Once the job was underway the project planning was well done (I'm a former project manager so know when it's being done well) ..We knew who would be on-site and when. Importantly the work was excellent. So job well done and recommended... of course now the kitchen is finished it makes me realise that the laundry really needs work as well 🤣😊 Attached 3 x photos 1 of the old kitchen and 2 of what it now looks like - amazing transformation!
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   K Dalziell 
 19 April 2021
 
 
  We cannot speak more highly of Peter and his team of tradesmen from Willetton Cabinets. Peter is very particular, works to a schedule, keeps you informed and is very accomodating. He is accessible by phone and responds to any queries promptly or as soon as he is able. Peter's professionalism and the high standard of the tradesmen, as well as their courtesy, contributed to the transformation of our kitchen with considerable ease. They tidied up each day and left the new kitchen sparkling clean. We recommend Willetton Cabinets with confidence and would not hesitate to access their services for any future renovations.
  
 
  
  
 
  
 
 
 









Featured Work






All 16 /Bathroom 5 /Kitchen 11 /Laundry 6 
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Andreazza Bathroom Renovation
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Buirchell Laundry Renovation
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Dallwitz Kitchen, Bathroom and Laundry Renovation
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Fairhurst Kitchen Renovation
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Fowler Kitchen, Bathroom and Laundry Renovation
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Garland Laundry Renovation
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Grant Kitchen & Laundry Renovation
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Harding Kitchen Renovation
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Hills Kitchen Renovation
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Howard Kitchen and Laundry Renovation
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Howells Kitchen Renovation
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Jones Kitchen Renovation
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Leeming Laundry Renovation
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Leeson Kitchen Renovation
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Paino Kitchen Renovation
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Smith Bathroom Renovation




   





If you are planning to renovate your kitchen, bathroom or laundry, contact the experienced team at Willetton Cabinets – Perth’s kitchen, bathroom and laundry renovation specialists. Book your appointment today.




Contact Us
Book an Appointment






 		

				

					

						Willetton Cabinets
			Unit 2, 44 Vinnicombe Drive

Canning Vale Western Australia 6155

(08) 9456 2442

sam@willettoncabinets.com.au



		
Business Hours
			Mon-Thurs: 7:00-3:30

Fri: 7:00-1:30

Sat and Sun, Public Holidays: Closed
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